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Final touches for Securex move
to 9Riverside on Riverside Drive
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ecurex Agencies (K) LTD,
currently located
along
Parklands road, is putting the final touches on plans
to move to 9Riverside along Riverside Drive in this coming quarter and the Securex family is
pretty excited about the move.
“This will be a game-changer in
the industry. The move to 9Riverside will allow us to reach unprecedented levels of operational efficiency, helping us serve our clients
even better,” said Mr. Tony Sahni Securex Group Managing Director. The
move will see some functionalities
under the Securex umbrella moving to occupy the fourth and fifth
floors of the 9Riverside complex.
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EMPLOYEE WELFARE

Five needy students benefit from

the Securex Scholarship Programme
NAME: Victor Mose Obae
MARKS: 410
SCHOOL: Nyambaria High
School
FATHER’S NAME: Philip Mose
Obae

NAME: Moses Momanyi Moturi
MARKS: 376
SCHOOL: Nyambaria High
School
FATHER’S NAME: Master
Momanyi Moturi

Securex Chief Operating Officer Mr. Daniel Lemmer presents a
cheque to Ms. Corazon and her father Mr. Ndirangu

W

e have always loved
listening to peoples’
dreams and ambitions,
and take pride in empowering your
success by helping such ambitions
take flight. The Securex Sponsorship Program, started in 2014, is one
way in which we fulfil this obligation
to our Family. Started as a means of
empowering our children through
education as well as improving employee welfare, the program has so
far benefitted ten children in various secondary schools all over the
country. This year’s edition saw a
further five students rewarded for
their hard work with comprehensive scholarships that will cater for
their fees throughout the four-year
secondary school curriculum.
Victor Mose (410), our top candidate this year, says he wants to be
a lawyer once he finishes school.
Moses(376) says he wants to be a
pilot when he grows up because
he “wants to fly people all over the
world.” Samson (368) meanwhile
told us he dreams of being a doctor;
and the Securex Chief Operating Officer Mr. Daniel Lemmer was keen to
celebrate the young ones’ achievements and dreams. He also added
that their parents have worked hard
to ensure their children prosper.
“We are very proud of you, the chil-

dren, for passing your K.C.P.E
exams. Your parents have
worked hard for Securex
for 10 years or more so that
you could get this chance
to grow. They have done extremely well as part of the Securex family. Keep up the hard
work as you move on to high
school, and we will follow up
on your academic progress
to ensure that you do so. Be
assured that there are roles
waiting for you here once
you are done with school.”
Corazon Nyandia Ndirangu
was this year’s sole female beneficiary, and she said she felt
honoured to be recognised
by Securex for her efforts.
She completed her primary school education at St.
Thomas Primary School in
Nyeri and was rewarded
with a place at Kangubiri
Girls’ High School, also in Nyeri.
“I was very happy to get this
scholarship today. When I report for
Form One I will work harder and improve my grades even further. When
I grow up I want to be a surgeon so
that I can help the less fortunate
who go through so much trouble to
get treatment. I also want to achieve
the impossible, to treat what has

NAME: Samson Ogaro Avudi
MARKS: 368
SCHOOL: Moi Gesusu High
School
FATHER’S NAME: Kizito Ogaro
Nyakundi

NAME: Corazon Nyandia Ndirangu
MARKS: 350
SCHOOL: Kangubiri Girls High
School
FATHER’S NAME: Francis Ndirangu Wambugu

NAME: Caleb Musyoki Mutuku
MARKS: 349
SCHOOL: Ikuu Boys High
School
FATHER’S NAME: Mutuku
Nduva

not been treated before.”
We are proud to have played a
part in helping these young ones
achieve their goals, and we look
forward to sharing more success stories from them as they
progress. Congratulations to the
students and their families!

“Education is the key to unlock the golden door of freedom”
-George Washington Carver
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SECURITY ROUND UP

Security Overview across

the East African Region
Al Shabaab militants suffered a big blow after a Kenya
Defence Forces airstrike killed 53 Al-Shabaab terrorists,
including a top commander believed to have been behind the January 15 El-Adde attack in Somalia.

D

uring the period
under
review
13 Police Chiefs
from Eastern Africa countries namely; Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Eritrea,
Ethiopia, Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalia, South
Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda
and Kenya met in a Naivasha hotel to address security challenges in the
region. They were called
upon to defend and safeguard the region with dedication, selflessness and
to dismantle organised
criminal networks. They
were also urged to enhance cooperation among
Eastern Africa Countries,
share responsibility, enhance intelligence and
share information against
transnational
crimes.
Al-Shabaab still poses
big threat to the region
and in a bid to enhance
peace and harmony, Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania acquired modern
equipment like drones,
helicopters and armoured
vehicles to combat crime.
Al Shabaab militants suffered a big blow after a
Kenya Defence Forces airstrike killed 53 Al-Shabaab
terrorists, including a top
commander believed to
have been behind the January 15th El-Adde attack
in Somalia. The terrorists
were killed during an attack on operations and
training camp at Sidimo,
Gedo region in Somalia.
During the incident 16
AK47 rifles, 6 IED, 2 pistols,
8 RPGS, assorted ammunition and Global Positioning System (GPS) gadget
were recovered. Further
34 Al-Shabaab militants
were killed by KDF soldiers
in separate shootout inci-

dents in Sarira, Lacta Belt
about 30 kilometres from
Ras Kiamboni and eight
AK 47 rifles, two PKM machine guns, two RPGs and
assorted
ammunitions
were recovered. Additionally, more than 150 fighters were killed after the
United States launched an
air strike on ‘Raso’ training camp following U.S.
intelligence on preparations for a large-scale militant attack. The Kenya
Defence Forces also suffered a huge blow after
soldiers serving in Somalia
under Amisom were killed
in Al-Shabaab attack.
The number of deaths is
yet to be made public.
Kenya
In the last three
months, reports emerged
that there were plans by
some individuals among
them some politicians to
revive over 50 organised
criminal gangs ahead of
the 2017 General Election.
However police vowed not
let them flourish. There
were also greater concern
in the growing number of
youth who are taking to
crime, especially in major
cities and towns.
During the period under review, good intelligence around the country
enabled the police to foil
several criminal incidents
as a results seven rocketpropelled grenades, three
AK-47 rifles, 227 rounds of
ammunition, four magazines, 160mm hand grenades, timers to detonate
improvised
explosive
devices and fertiliser for
making explosives were
recovered after police arrested a terrorist suspect
in his house in Garissa’s
livestock market area.

The weapons were to be
used against vital government installations and religious institutions. Days
before the incident two
pistols, seven grenades,
20 rounds of ammunition
and 15 magazines, were
impounded in Garissa
Ndogo trading centre and
eight suspects arrested.
Over 30 state-of-the
art armoured vehicles
were also acquired by
the government and dispatched to war-torn areas in the country. Compared to the previous
quarter, crime incidents
in the country increased
by 11% as per our statistics
on security in Kenya.
Uganda
150,000 security personnel including 70,000
UPDF, prison warders and
intelligence officers were
deployed in the country
during the February 18
2016 General Elections. After the elections violence
erupted in western parts
of the country claiming at
least 22 lives and leaving
scores of others injured
after supporters of rival
candidates clashed, 149
houses were also burned
down. Also during the
elections six cases of the
mutilation and murder of
children as “good luck”
sacrifices were reported.
11 suspected serial
armed robbers who have
been carrying out coordinated attacks on businessmen mainly in the suburbs
of Bukoto, Kawempe and

the greater Kampala area
were arrested during the
quarter and weapons recovered from them. The
group is believed to be
part of a bigger racket
that has been using armylike fatigue, masks and
two guns to waylay and
rob businessmen that are
not
target-hardened.
Compared
to
the
previous quarter, crime
incidents in the country increased by 4% as
per our statistics on
security in Uganda.
Tanzania
Just like other East Africa countries Tanzania also
experienced security challenges with the prevalent
incidents being murder
and most related to domestic wrangles. Violence
related to election were
reported in Zanzibar with
arsonists razing 11 houses
and offices belonging to
Chama cha Mapinduzi
(CCM) members after the
Zanzibar Electoral commission’s cancelled elections over alleged rigging.
Over 20 suspects were
arrested and arraigned in
court.
Security was escalated
at public galleries as part
of global response to terror attack at Brussel airport. More plainclothes
police officers were deployed at Julius Nyerere
International Airport and
surrounding area and
locals were called upon
to report any suspicious
persons or objects.

Keep abreast of the Security trends in your area through our Security briefings send us an email via
info@securex.co.ke to register.
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EMPLOYEE WELFARE

Securex launches
bike loan Scheme
S
ecurex Agencies (K) LTD
has moved to increase its
reach within Nairobi County and its environs by acquiring 50
new motorbikes for employees
at supervisory level. The bikes are
intended for use by Supervisors,
Technicians, Field Officers and Contract Managers in a bid to increase
mobility of the company’s workforce and further reduce response
time to incidents happening within
the county. What is different with
this latest addition to the Securex
operational fleet is that the employees will be allowed to own the
motorbikes outright after repaying a fraction of their original cost
over a two-year period. The revolutionary bike loan scheme has been
hailed as a “great personal motivational tool for the Securex staff”
by Tony Sahni, the Securex Group
Managing Director.
“Operationally, it’s great because we get more boots on the
ground who will now find it easier
to go about their assignments. Increased mobility for our emergency back-up riders means an even
faster response time for our clients as well. For our employees it’s
a good motivational factor since
they will now own the motorbikes
at a cost that has been greatly
subsidized by the company. It’s a
win-win scenario for the firm, our
FROM PAGE ONE

Securex Group
Managing
Director Mr.
Tony Sahni
(RIGHT)
handing over
the bikes to
one of the
supervisors

clients and employees.”
Bernard
Chepkwony, one of our Field
Officers and a beneficiary of the scheme,
also spoke to us on
what the convenience
of owning a motorbike
would mean to him:
“We are all very
happy about the
scheme. Owning this
bike now means I can
respond to incidents

“

Rather than just get 50 new
motorbikes, we thought we
would do things a little differently to motivate our team.”Tony Sahni, Securex Group
Managing Director.

faster, I can make several client visits in a day, and I can conduct my
random spot checks to ensure our
guards are on point in their assignments. The ease of movement certainly makes my work a lot easier.”
The second phase of the scheme,
featuring the handing over of a further 50 motorbikes, will be rolled
out in the coming weeks. We are
looking to have 250 members of
staff benefitting from the scheme in
the long run. Congratulations to our
beneficiaries!

9riverside:

State-of-the-art show room for Securex' security solutions
“The new premises are convenient for both clientele and staff.
Both will benefit from increased
parking space as well as top notch
security. We have offered a comprehensive security cover at the
building, from guarding to access
control, walk-through and baggage scanners to CCTV surveillance
systems so your safety is virtually
guaranteed,” said Tony Sahni.
According to Mr. Sahni, clients
will also get to enjoy first-hand experience of the company’s various technology-driven security
solutions when they visit the new,
state-of-the-art
show
room.
“In a regular show room a client walks in, has a look around at
what is on display while a sales rep-
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resentative talks him/her through
the product’s features. This won’t
be a conventional show room, it
won’t be a display board like many
are perhaps used to. A client will
be able to experience the products
we provide. The CCTV cameras for
instance will be hooked up to a live
feed streamed through a smart
screen so one can see the differing image quality from the different cameras at different angles.
In fact I think we should call it the
Experience Room.”He explained.
The new premises will also have a
fully-fledged call centre which will allow our Customer Care agents to receive up to 30 calls at a go, ensuring
response time to customer queries
remains top-notch. Additional features include a training facility, con-

ference facilities, a canteen for staff,
another control room as well as two
power generators to practically ensure no downtime in operations.
Mr. Sahni went on to explain
why the control room was vital to
improving the company’s operations. “The new control room will
improve our back-up response
time even further, thus assuring
our clientele of ever-improving service above industry standards.”
The expansion is part of the company’s strategic plan that will soon
see the opening of new branches countrywide to better serve a
growing customer base as well as
capitalize on growing market potential within the nation’s capital.
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FEATURE

Identifying suspicious shoppers

and how to deal with them

8. Complete purchases then leave
the shop only to return after a
short while to buy more items.
Perhaps the next trip is not as a
customer but a robber?
Also, they will likely operate in
pairs or in larger groups, with one to
distract you while the others steal
from you. Dealing with suspicious
customers can prove to be tricky,
especially if your suspicions are confirmed to be true. The two cardinal
rules we always remind our clients
are that, you are not a hero. It’s not
worth your life. The aim should not
be to catch a perpetrator, but to
prevent the act from happening.
Having said that, following the
steps below would likely allow you
to walk away from an ordeal counting your blessings.
1.

O

n 11th March, a suspected
thief was apprehended
having stolen Ksh 10,000
from an auto spares shop on Kirinyaga Road. The suspect had entered
the shop posing as a customer.
Two people posing as customers
raided an M-Pesa shop in Ugunja,
Siaya County and made away with
cash and two mobile phones on
the same day. Two days earlier, a
gang of three robbed a doctor of
a phone, his iPad and goods worth
Ksh 70,000 in Makadara, Nairobi.
The three, one of whom was a lady,
had entered the good doctor’s pharmacy as shoppers before the lady
drew the toy pistol at him, allowing
her two accomplices to ransack the
shop.
Shops and small businesses are
increasingly becoming a target for
burglars who believe they are softer
targets since they are less likely to
have invested in security solutions
such as CCTV surveillance. Thugs
posing as customers has therefore
emerged as one of the top trends
with regards to criminal activity so
far this quarter, and it is important
to know how to safeguard your
investment against such crime. It
is not easy to identify a potential
criminal or suspicious customer, but
should you notice a number of the
below indicators then it would be
best to alert the authorities or your
private security provider:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Shop right after the store opens
or just before closing time. This
is when you are most vulnerable
since there will likely be very
few or no other customers in
your premises.
Are wearing inappropriate,
over-size or loose-fitting clothing (like jackets on a hot day).
What is he/she trying to hide under that jumper?
Constantly favour one side/area
of their body as though carrying
something unusual/uncomfortable.
Are nervous, sweaty, restless or
showing other signs of not being at ease. This could especially
be the case with amateurs or
first-time burglars.
Seem to be unsure of what
product they would like to buy.
Probably because they did not
intend on buying anything in the
first place.
Loiter around your premises
aimlessly in the name of “kuangalia tu” (window-shopping).
Are they window-shopping or
scouting your premises?
Repeatedly ask to dodge commonplace processes such as security checks or cutting queues
at the counter. This would be a
dead give-away, especially if the
individual becomes defensive
after being confronted.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Offer assistance. Remember,
a customer would appreciate
the extra attention while a burglar would not. Offering assistance lets the potential burglar
know that you have your eyes
on them, hence deterring them
from trying anything sinister.
Gather as much intel as possible. What is the suspect wearing? How tall is he/she? Any
visible scars? Is he/she left or
right-handed? Does he/she talk
with a lisp?
Alert your security provider.
Press your panic button for
back-up to respond, or simply
alert the Police.
From relationships with the Police or security service providers. Such contacts are privy to
any security-related intelligence
pertaining your locality and can
prove to be very useful. If there
is a new gang in the area, they
would be the first to warn you.
Train your staff on what to do
in the event of an armed robbery or even a shoplifting case
in your premises.
Be innovative. We know that it
might not be possible to watch
over every corner of your shop,
but that does not mean you are
entirely helpless. Could you use
mirrors to eliminate blind spots
for instance?

Most importantly, remember
that your lives always come first. Being a hero can either be incredibly
brave or end up as nothing more
than an act of folly.
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AT A GLANCE
JUDITH WANJALA: GENERAL MANAGER-CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
• The best part of my job is when
I am able to add value and make
someone’s life easier, because I
love helping people.
• I get really frustrated when I am unable to find a practical solution to
a problem, that’s the worst part of
my job.
• If I were an animal, I would definitely be a hen because I protect my
own fiercely.

• A common misconception about
my job is that all we have to do is
to smile and talk to people nicely.
Customer Care is very involving intellectually, we go beyond listening
and provide practical solutions.
• Our clients should know that our
core purpose is to serve them and
meet their standards. They are the
reason why we exist and we look
forward to interacting with them.

The editor welcomes you to send your story on any security experiences through info@securex.co.ke or
marketing@securex.co.ke and we shall share with our readers.

The seatbelt scam

“

It was a slow day in the office, one of those hot and
sleepy afternoons where the
only inspiration to get back to the
office after lunch is your boss who
sits two offices down the corridor.
She likes to pop in your office just to
ask random questions like:
“How come my WhatsApp is not
loading?”
“Did you remember to activate
Mobile Data on your phone?”
“Oh.”
It’s one of those struggles of
working in I.T you see. Fortunately
that day my boss had a late-afternoon meeting outside the office so
she left early. As soon as I saw her
car going beyond the gate I exited
stage left. Our offices are in Upper Hill, so I boarded a matatu at
Community to get me to town. I
had barely taken my seat next to a
window when six young men, loud
and boisterous, boarded behind
me. One of them sat next to me,
he seemed a pretty cool guy. With
the traffic in Nairobi being what it
is, it takes a while before we get to
town. Just before we get to town
the guy seated next to me, kind as
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he is, tells me:
“Take care of your phone, put it
in your pocket.”
My phone was barely a month
old, a Blackberry Z10, so new I hadn’t
removed its protective cover yet.
The box the phone came in was the
first thing you saw on my dresser
when you walked in my house. Loud
and proud! So I thanked the man,
and obliged. We got to the Kenyatta
Avenue roundabout then one of the
six men shouts frantically:
“Seatbelts, karao wanaangalia
kama tumevaa seatbelts!” (The Police are checking whether we have
won seatbelts).
Everyone dived under their seats
looking for their seatbelts, which
looked like they hadn’t been worn
since Arsenal last won the Premier
League. I thought I would contract
Tetanus just by looking at it. I picked
mine up from the floor and a cockroach ran out from inside the clasp
itself. I slapped it on, the matatu
stopped right opposite the General
Post Office and all six men hurriedly
shuffled off the vehicle. As the matatu is driving off and I’m left wondering where the cops were, I realised I
can’t find my phone. You know that
horrible, sinking feeling that starts
right from the pit of your stomach
and ends up somewhere around
your throat? Something like when
you see a spider on the wall, then
two seconds later it’s gone and you
wonder whether it’s crawling up
your trousers?
Having to make the trip to my
mobile service provider to block
my now stolen line and get a new
one was the most depressing thing
I had ever done. Everyone I looked
at seemed to be laughing at me, and
those who didn’t were pitying me
instead. The lump in my throat got
bigger every time I thought about
it…”

Important tips to note
1.

Be on the look-out for groups
of young men, usually 4-6,
boarding a Public Service Vehicle at the same time.
2. Once they rob you they will
need to escape quickly before
you suspect anything. Such
ruses therefore will only happen as you approach a bus
stop, giving them the opportunity to strike then alight before
you realise that you’ve been
robbed.
3. Be vigilant when using public
means to commute. If you find
yourself in a vehicle where an
incident like the above happens, immediately pull your
bag (if you have one) close to
you, or in between your legs
and put your hands in your
pockets. Do not get distracted
unless your life is in danger.
4. Should an incident like the
above case happen, shout
loudly to warn fellow passengers to guard their possessions
closely. Chances are that this
will put the gang off and they
will abandon their mission.
Peter* lost his prized mobile
phone through a ruse that has been
in use for a number of years now.
The latest attempt of this nature
noted within the Securex database
happened on Sunday, 13th April
2016, where a group of five attempted to nick a woman’s handbag in a
matatu heading into the Nairobi
CBD. It is important to note the
gang’s mode of operation, which is
to board the vehicle, fan out, create
a distraction, take advantage of the
ensuing confusion to pickpocket,
and alight as soon as possible.

Guest Writer | Nairobi
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SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Intruder Alarm Systems Protecting

your Home and Business
O

n 29th March, three thugs
armed with pistols raided
a residential court, tied
up the private security guards before proceeding to a house where
they attempted to gain entry by
asking the owner for drinking water. The house owner refused and
raised an alarm, forcing the thugs
to flee when they saw our Mobile
Response Team approaching. In a
separate incident which occurred
on 19th March, three suspected
thieves who had gained entry into
an industrial property on Mombasa
Road after cutting the fence at
rear side were forced to flee after
seeing our Mobile Response Team
approaching. The Mobile Response
Team were alerted after an alarm
went off. The suspects fled without
stealing anything. On 14th March,
an intruder who was trying to access the premises of an engineering
company in Westlands was also
forced to flee empty-handed after
sighting our Mobile Response Team
approaching. The suspect had been
seen on CCTV camera while trying
to gain access into the premises
before the Mobile Response Team
were alerted after an automatic
alarm went off.
These are just a few examples
of how an intruder alarm system
coupled with alarm response can
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be an effective tool in combating
crime. An automatic alarm can,
for instance, deter criminals from
accessing your premises when
its transmitter is hooked up to a
loud siren or powerful outdoor
lights. Burglars would not attempt
a break-in where the chances of
detection are high, and lights or
a siren would likely dissuade one
from robbing you. Automatic
alarms are also effective in that
they monitor and protect your
premises even while you are away
so long as the system is armed prior
to your departure. A GSM transmitter hooked up to your control panel
would automatically send you an
SMS alert if any of the alarm’s sensors are triggered, ensuring you are
always in the know when it comes
to your home security.
Intruder alarm systems can
also be integrated with various
technological security solutions for
an effective, all-round approach
towards securing your home. An
automatic alarm can be integrated
with an electric perimeter fence for
example, programming it to send a
distress signal to the Control Room
whenever the fence is tampered
with. Automatic alarms could also
be integrated with the SmokeCloak,
which engulfs a room with a dense
fog for within 10 seconds, taking

away the intruder’s visibility while
buying time before a response
team arrives on the scene. A
SmokeCloak can keep going for up
to 45 minutes. Automatic alarms
could be hooked up to your CCTV
cameras as well.
Alarm response is perhaps the
most vital aspect to an alarm system. An effective alarm response
team would ideally respond within
six minutes of the alarm being activated, offering you instant back-up
for any eventuality. These Mobile
Response Teams also secure the
perimeter before the Police arrive
on the scene, although Securex
also offers the option to have your
response team with armed Police
escort, which gives you an extra
layer of protection.
As Securex, we undertake to go
beyond security and do whatever it
takes to keep your loved ones safe.
As such, our teams are also trained
in First Aid, Fire-Fighting and other
first-responder-on-scene skills to
equip them respond to all manners of situations. Intruder alarm
systems with alarm response have
emerged as an effective means of
deterring crime over the past three
months. Do you have an intruder
alarm system protecting your
home?

SV

Look out for us in the Media

1 Quarter

QUOTE

st

Top Events

-1

2

1. Ladies Kennel Association
dog show: Nerd Von Athaba and
Skaga Uma were the best German shepherd dogs in the show.
2. Field Officers Graduation:
Victor Mwau, receiving a certificate from Securex COO Daniel
Lemmer.
3. Securex Sales Drive at the
Junction Shopping Malls: A collage of events at the drive.
4. Securex paid a courtesy visit
at premier academy to discuss
matters fire

“

3

Efforts and
courage are
enough without purpose and
direction.”

4
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–J. F.Kennedy

SECUREX FAMILY CELEBRATIONS

Many Happy
Returns to all January,
February and March
babies!!!

LEISURE

Just for kicks
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Did You Know that...

A CCTV camera can deter false
accident claims?
.........................................................
CCTV recordings can acts as
evidence in lawsuits?
.........................................................
There is no limit to the number
of cameras to be installed on an
IP surveillance network?
.........................................................
Our IP cameras can be configured to be accessed remotely?
.........................................................
A CCTV system can act as a
valuable tool in times of evacuation as it can help you survey
which area needs most attention.
.........................................................
A simple CCTV setup can significantly deter criminals from
raiding your premises. Thugs do
not want to be caught on camera.
.........................................................
A CCTV system can easily be integrated with your Access Control or Alarm system, for a tight
knit security set up.
.........................................................
CCTV systems reduce fear of
crime, knowing you are well protected gives a feeling of security.

Security Screening Equipment
Used to focus greater attention on visitors most likely to pose threats on your
premises.

Portable Explosive Detectors
These portable detectors are used to
detect trace amounts of explosives.
They detect explosive particulars and
vapors with or without physical contact.

Walkthrough & Hand-held
Metal Detectors
Ideal for detection of all ferrous, nonferrous and stainless steel weapons
and other metallic objects. Walkthrough
metal detectors efficiently screen a large
group of people within a short period of
time.

X-ray Baggage Scanners
With a six colour imaging, the x-ray
scanner is ideal for quicker scan to
search bags, briefcases, luggage and
large cargo.

Our Social Media Networks
Follow our social networks for amazing tips, spot-on alerts and informative discussions

Follow us on:
Creating Freedom By Making Everyday Life Safer!

www.securex.co.ke

A publication of Securex Agencies Ltd
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